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‘Cold Heart’

Lynhales Wood . The Ovals.

‘Crack-y-dony ’ [“Crack of Dawn”] pasture by the Garden Centre looking South East over Lyonshall.
Phew! What a month! From record-breaking heat-waves to flash-floods and back again!
One minute we were basking in sunshine, the next worrying about drains and mud; one
minute we were still clearing up snow damage and assessing repairs and replacements, the
next we were planning and planting for Summer. So altogether it’s been busy, busy,
busy..........
...Or it should have been. No doubt there was actually a lot of public sector activity during
May affecting the conservation of flora and fauna and the enjoyment of the countryside at
national, county and local level but the few references I’ve seen in the media recently were
either insignificant or not relevant to Lyonshall. We shall see what progress is made in June.
The month in general

“The month of May is the pleasant time; its face is beautiful; the Blackbird sings his full
song, the living wood is his holding, the Cuckoos are singing and ever singing;
there is a welcome before the brightness of the summer.”
(Augusta, Lady Gregory 1852-1932. Irish Poet, Writer & Playwright.)
The “Pundits” warned us that, because it started late, Spring would come and go in a very
short space of time and they were not wrong. Some flowers came and went so fast that I
missed them completely! And perhaps some didn’t come at all – has anyone seen Wood
Anemones in Lyonshall this year? (They used to be plentiful in the copse by Lynhales’ drive).
It is more difficult to tell what the effect of the long winter has been on the birds, other than
the late arrival of summer migrants, and to my mind it is even more difficult to tell the effect
on mammals, amphibians and insects. I suppose much depends on whether this “freak”
winter is followed by a “freak” summer -- in either direction, whether abnormally hot or
abnormally cold, unusually dry or unusually wet. May in Lyonshall really didn’t give any clear
prognosis and the weather forecasters are not sticking their necks out – not that we would
believe them if they did!
On the farms it seems to be mainly “business as usual”. However it was good to see that the
“Fishpools Meadow” has been “topped” for the first time in at least 15 years. This Meadow
has never been built on, or ploughed, in centuries of history (probably because of the
presence of numerous springs) and is consequently a haven for wildlife of all kinds. It had,
however, become badly overgrown through lack of grazing and any other management.

Our heartfelt thanks to the farmer (a new owner perhaps?) concerned. The meadow flowers
will thrive once more thanks to the good management.

‘Topping’ the meadow improves drainage, removes thistles and encourages the wild flowers.
Flora
Trees and Shrubs
The Apple blossom, on both the Cider Apples and Crab Apples, flowered briefly – extensive
by the middle of the month, gone by the end. But the most obviously fast-blooming tree
this May was the Rowan. Great heads of creamy blossom flourished and died within a week,
albeit successively on each of the two adjacent trees that I was watching most closely.

Rowan Tree blossom

& Cider Apple + Mistletoe.

The Hawthorn (“May”) blossom also came late and went as quickly but in this case – unless
I’m imagining it – there seemed to be far less flowers than is usual for North Herefordshire.

‘English’ & ‘Midlands’ May blossom

& our first Elder flower (26th May).

The Elder opened its first flowers at the end of the month. Like the Hawthorn, it’s looking a
bit sparse. I hope that these ‘berried’ trees will have enough fruit for the birds this Autumn.
The only other “Lyonshall trees and shrubs” news is to confirm that the recently-planted
‘Black Poplar Batons’ seem to be thriving, some disease-resistant ‘English Elms’ are
surviving well but Ash die-back remains a persistent problem throughout the countryside.
Smaller Plants
As to the smaller plants, while a few have “disappeared” others have grown in abundance
and at breakneck speed! For example, 2017’s innocent Goose-grass became 2018’s ‘Triffid’

– I could foresee imminent strangulation, our hens got bored with eating it and it had to be
hacked down, in the manner of cutting a path through the jungle, rather than mowed back.
More decorative are the invasive but pretty wild flowers - the Herb Robert, purple Bush
Vetch and Blue Bugle [which comes in different sizes and shades of purple and blue].

Wild ‘Bugle’ © Sarah Cad.

and in a ‘Garden’.

And talking of “blue”, the Bluebell season is, of course, long over but I was pleased to see a
‘wild’ blue Columbine on the eastern side of ‘the old railway’ raised trackbed for the first
time ever in 10 years. How did it get there? How far did the seeds travel and by what means?
The photo shows it surrounded by the sweet tasting ‘Wild Strawberries’, Herb Robert and
Wood Avens, all of which are common enough throughout the Parish of Lyonshall.

Wild Columbine [ left ]
Among other unusual plants flowering in Lyonshall this May were double-flowered Kingcups
and Water Crowfoot in the ‘Curl Brook’, parasitic Broomrape and the woodland Crow Garlic.

‘Crow Garlic’ [Allium vineale]. The leaves are edible.
But hey-ho! Whilst these rare plants are interesting, let’s celebrate the May sunshine with
common English flora – fields full of colourful yellow Buttercups, hedgerows full of Red
Campion and the first ‘blush pink ‘Dog’ Roses {Rosa canina (English Rose)} of the summer!

“Buttercups” in the meadow!

Red Campion © Isobel H.

Iris and ‘Dog Rose’.

We also have a flower which is both ‘common’ and possibly “unique” !

Intrigued? See Page‘9’.
Fungi, Moss and Lichens
Only two types of fungi were reported in May – the “Yellow Stainer” (Agaricus xanthodermus)
early in the month and some small Puffballs towards the end. Like most cap fungi, the
‘Yellow Stainer’ was only seen for about a day and didn’t look very appetising then, so the
fact that it is “toxic to some people ” is not a major hazard to the discerning forager!

The ‘Yellow Stainer’.
No new unidentified Moss was reported, but previously-unrecorded-in-Lyonshall Lichen or
Algae can be found on the trunk of a Silver Birch tree by the ancient ‘Upper Fishpool’. We
are still confirming what this is through the ‘British Lichen Society’. Whatever it is, it’s an
amazing rust-red colour which glows in the sunlight. The BLS promise to “get back” to us.

Red ‘Algae’ on a Silver Birch Tree.
Fauna
Mammals
Where have all the Rabbits gone? It’s the end of May and I have seen a few baby Rabbits so
far this year (and they didn’t look very healthy) and only four or five adults at any one time,
when in previous years the garden, our neighbours’ lawns and fields would have double
figures of Rabbits daily. Even my ‘Irish Terrier’ has chased only two out of their burrows
despite dedicated digging. Myxomatosis or RHD (Rabbit Haemorrhagic Disease) ? Possibly,
but no diseased Rabbits have been seen either. Maybe this is the effect of the protracted
cold, snowy weather or our local, polite but efficient young Game Keeper. If so, it might
explain why, although ‘leverets’ have been sighted, they too are fewer than in previous
years. (R.H.D. does not affect Hares, according to the most recent scientific studies.)
A Weasel was seen carrying a small creature in its mouth across the road, most probably its
own young, and there have been some Squirrel and Brown Rat sightings as is usual for May.
Other mammals have been evidenced by signs rather than sightings – Roe Deer tracks in
Lyonshall Park Wood; the remains of an Eel half eaten by an Otter (useful evidence that both
Eels and Otters are /were alive on ‘The Curl’ and ‘The Arrow’ in this part of Herefordshire).

Half-eaten Eel © Tony N.
Otherwise, Lyonshall in May has been unusually quiet among the mammal population.
Birds
Birds are better! The principal summer migrants -- Swallows, Martins and Swifts -- have all
now arrived, although in smaller numbers and much later than in previous years. (There will
be a local nest count in June 2018 apparently). There have been reports of Cuckoos calling
(they are notoriously difficult to see). Also heard but not seen - one single Curlew. They are
rare now but were once so common in my childhood, as are/were Lapwings, of which a few
have been sighted in the maize fields towards Pembridge. A solitary Jay is reported here in
the village; hopefully he has a mate. There is a “new” Barn Owl in the area and a ‘Little Owl’ –
the first seen for many years. Tawny Owls still call regularly in the village. [She says “To witt”
(Twit) and He says “To woo” (To marry?). The only other raptors reported this month were
the usual Sparrow hawks. The ‘House Sparrow’ population continues to thrive however.
Among the small bird populations, nearly every type of finch has been seen around The
Parish of Lyonshall this May – Bullfinches, Chaffinches, Goldfinches and Greenfinches - plus
Dunnocks (Hedge Sparrows), House Sparrows and several varieties of Tit (Titmouse ).
But the most exciting thing at this time of year is to see the nests, evidence of breeding,
eggs and, of course, the emerging chicks and fledglings. I am extremely grateful to the
contributors who have sent in their photographs of Lyonshall’s birds, nests and the young.
For tranquillity it would be hard to beat the Canada Goose with her chicks on a farm pond;
for secrecy, no bird could improve on the Wrens who have rebuilt their nest in a hole in a
tunnel wall; but for pictures of new life, look at the Whitethroat’s nest – carefully monitored
in a Village garden hedge. The Whitethroat’s nest photos were taken just two days apart.

Canada Geese © David G.

Wren’s nest hidden in a stone tunnel wall.

Whitethroat lays 6 Eggs

& at least 2 hatch out. © David G.

Meanwhile ‘our own’ Nuthatch is flying back and forth from the feeders to her chosen nest
box. Nearby, in a hole in a Wellingtonia trunk half-hidden by old, dead ivy stems, a pair of
Tree Creepers is very busy. Both sets of birds are feeding nestlings at the time of printing.
Insects and Invertebrates
A big ‘Bug’, a small ‘Bug’, a ‘Bee’, and a few ‘Butterflies’ all appeared in May (“Entomology”
being conflated with “Etymology”? No, must be just coincidence!), together with
‘Dragonflies’, ‘Mayflies’ and the first summer ‘Moths’.
The big Bugs came in with a bang! The Cockchafers (Melolontha melolontha), Beetles
otherwise known as “May Bugs”, “Billy Witches”, “Spang Bugs” or “Doodle Bugs”, are quite
large and heavy by British insect standards with bodies 30mm long and 20mm wide across
the wing case, and when they fly into the house and clumsily hit the furniture you can easily
hear them! They have an interesting life cycle, starting as eggs buried up to 20 cm deep in
the earth, usually in fields, and hatching into white grubs after a few weeks then developing
in the earth for three to four years before pupating in autumn and working their way to the
surface the following spring. Because of their long time in the earth, they tend to appear as
adults every four years. They can be a major problem in agriculture, especially for potato
growers and more so since the most effective pesticides to control them are banned under
EU & UK Regulations. They have been eaten in the past – fried in butter, I understand – but I
haven’t tried them myself! Anyway, we had two of the “beasties” here a few days apart and
we caught one. More were seen later elsewhere in the Parish.

Note: If you look them up on the ‘Internet’ you will come across an article headed “Brits
living in fear as giant Cockchafer beetles set to terrorise homes”!

Don’t panic ! In the

small print you will note that article was published two years ago in “The Daily Star” and I
don’t recall any invasion of Cockchafers in 2016 in Lyonshall or anywhere else in the UK!.
(The Star’s last journalistic coup was “Lancaster Bomber found on The Moon”!)

The ‘Cockchafer Beetle’

also known as

The “May Bug ”.

The small ‘bug’ which landed on my blue jacket later in the month and was reluctant
to leave was a ‘Green Shield Bug’ (Palomena prasina), a.k.a. “The Damsel Bug”. Dark
green with small black spots on the back. These characterise a male and they
disappear after the Spring. It was less than 1cm long and totally silent! ‘Green Shield
Bugs’ feed on plant sap and the leaves of trees. They are harmless but they are
known also as ”Stink Bugs” so:
Do NOT crush them !



'Green Shield’ Bug [The Stink Bug].

We received also a photo from one of our contributors of a ‘Cuckoo Bee’ (Bombus vestalis),
found on a porch windowsill in the centre of The Village. They are so called because they
“parasitize” the nests of the ‘Buff-tailed’ Bumble Bees - which are plentiful this Spring.

The Cuckoo Bee. © David. G.
Butterflies – The first Painted Lady has been sighted in May 2018, as have the first ‘Speckled
Woods’. ‘Orange Tips’, ‘Small Whites’, ‘Brimstones’ and ‘Green-veined Whites’ continue to
put in an appearance. Dragonflies seen included different ‘Chasers’, ‘Damsels’ and
‘Demoiselles’ – I hope to have some photos next month.
Mayflies are just beginning to hatch on The River Arrow. And there are Ermine Moths on the
Spindle Trees. Altogether it has been a more interesting month for insects than we have had
for a long while.
Our first “invertebrates” sighting of the year – a ‘White-lipped’ Snail ( Cepaea hortensis ).
Like all gardeners I am programmed to hate slugs and I view their ‘close cousins’ the snails
with a very deep suspicion - but I shall make an exception for this handsome fellow, doubly
so since he was found near The Curl Brook in our Lyonshall Parish where

“Himalayan

Balsam” bashing is again taking place. Do we do need the Snails! I’m not convinced
but where would we be without our hardy & sturdy ‘Volunteers’ to rid us of plant pests?

The White-lipped Snail © Sarah C.
Fish, reptiles and amphibians
Some very good pictures of ‘Smooth Newts’ (also known as Common Newts) from two
different sources this month. This is the breeding season for Newts and one of the photos
shows a male newt’s bright orange belly with its dark spots, indicating breeding readiness.
It was “playing dead” by lying on its back when detected by our “contributor”, which is a
defence mechanism against predators. When “gently righted” it soon scuttled away!
The other photo shows a similar ‘Common’ Newt, upright and sunning itself before it
became aware of the photographer. Note that while the presence of ‘Smooth’ or ‘Common’
Newts is not a deterrent to house-building and development, they are a “protected species”
in the UK and it is illegal to “sell them”, although not illegal to “capture” or “remove” them.

"Smooth” or “Common Newt" © Simon T. &

a “Smooth Newt” - Playing Dead! - © David G.

Lyonshall Weather in May

May was strange this year. After a Wet and gloomy April it went into a HOT and dry week.
At last “Spring” came and all our trees and shrubs ”Burst into bloom”! Then came an
unusual “Heat wave” with the top temperatures reaching record levels [over 33 Degrees
Celsius in Lyonshall on the 15th of the month]. It was WET and gloomy in the last week but
there were Thunder Storms and heavy rains in the rest of England. They missed Lyonshall
completely. We had One “Clap of Thunder” on the 29th of May but no rain that day. An
“ODD MONTH” for us. Yes it was “wetter than average” but not an unusual May. The two
May “Bank Holidays” were as you might expect! One was sunny but one was WET!
The Future for Nature in Lyonshall
I admit I have been far too occupied with looking around and noting the changing flora and
fauna in Lyonshall in May to take any active part in either their immediate conservation or
their long-term preservation. However, I continue to skim the media for news of national
and local environment proposals and initiatives and will report/consult/act upon anything
really significant.

Please contact me if you think I’ve missed something or that there is anything which needs
our immediate attention. Meanwhile Lyonshall “moulders on”...
And every now and then it produces something “strange and wonderful”! That “common but
unique” flower I mentioned back on Page 4 graced a section of the old railway embankment
for several days towards the end of the month. It is a wild ‘Foxglove’ (Digitalis purpuea)
“but not as we know it”!

The ‘Green’ flower head turned to ‘Purple’ within five days.
All the other Foxgloves in the area are healthy, and are just ordinary wild Foxgloves with
normal flower-heads. No explanation for this one has been proffered so far. One
suggestion is that an ‘insect’ bit into the plant’s stem below the flower’s tip - and it reacted
in this way to protect itself. Whatever happened it is “beautiful” – “In’nit !”
Another idea is that it is the proof of the Victorian “Flower Fairies” that Dr Arthur ConanDoyle hunted for so assiduously! ☺

"WEEeeeDddddddd”!
ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at

jcvqa@btinternet.com

